
September 8th, 2016 Team Fusion – Homework 

 
Algebra: Make a personal and unique math cover for your binder! 
Include your name (first and last), math period, at least five 
different mathematical/algebraic symbols (incorporate at 
least one of them in your name), and at least 3 sentences 
describing how you use math in your everyday life. You can 
create your cover by hand or by computer. Your cover must 
be colorful, neat, and attractive. Be sure that your cover 
fits your binder! 
Reading:  Bring in an SSR book. List your three favorite fictional 
characters and give three different characteristics for each. 
What makes the character likeable or unlikeable?  
Science: 
Graph data from Investigation #1. 
Social Studies:   
Periods 1,2,3:  Complete “Sourcing” interview and complete the 
foldable you made in class.  This is due Monday. 
Period 4 and 5 :  Get Parent Signature on Course Outline.   
Writing: B Day -Decorate Junk Drawer Cover; Complete one 
Junk Drawer entry. Complete Exercise 1 of Unit One Roots. 
  A Day - 1 Junk Drawer Entry;	  Roots Exercise II of 
Unit One;	  Watch PPT on Misplaced Modifiers and Complete the 
last slide. PPT found below HW page.	  
Portfolio/Miscellaneous: Nurse forms, activity fee, 8th grade 
class procedures, academic honesty policy. 
 
5-6 pictures of the student involved/participating in 3 areas of 
interest/strength/hobbies for Portfolio cover.  Pictures due on 
Friday September 9th. 
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Algebra:  
Periods 1, 4, 5: p50:33-44, 46-48. Quiz 1.7 on 11/15/12. 
 
Periods 2 & 3: wkst p20:1-24 on LL.  Quiz 2.3 on 11/15/12. 
 
Reading:    
Please bring “Sam” novels to return tomorrow. Read the article on Detective 
Fiction and complete the outline for Wednesday. 
 
Science:  
Write a description (at least 2 sentences in length) for each of the two 
graphs from Lab 9.   
 
Social Studies:    
Colonies to Country Test tomorrow -  Due to Friday’s field trip - War 
Journals will be Monday.   Be sure to get High School Fair sheet signed! 
 
Writing:   
 Final drafts of war journals due Friday, 11/16. Regular daily journals will be 
graded Weds. 11/14. 
 
Portfolio:    


